FAREYE RECOGNIZED AS 50 BEST START-UPS TO WORK FOR – 2017 BY SILICON INDIA MAGAZINE
23rd June, New Delhi: FarEye, #1 Global Logistics Management Solution, is proud to announce that it has
been recognized as 50 Best Start-ups to Work For – 2017 by Silicon India, a leading technology magazine.
FarEye, with a team size of 100 and offices across Mumbai, Singapore and Dubai and New Delhi - its
home turf, considers its employees as assets to the organization and leaves no employee request
unattended. In a quest to provide best in class work culture, FarEye offers various amenities and hosts
regular health check-ups, educational sessions and many more employee benefit programs.
Headquartered in New Delhi, it has a sprawling office close to the Bird Sanctuary at Okhla Phase-III, with
break-out areas and gaming zones which help employees relax and rejuvenate themselves.
“FarEye aims to provide an environment to employees that fosters their lateral thinking, keeps them
balanced and sparks innovation in them. We want to provide an outstanding work environment which
nurtures and develops talent across all levels. It is a tremendous honor to be recognized as a Best Place
to Work at this stage of our growth. Our vision is to continue to have the same ‘open-environment’
while scaling up the company in other geographies as well.” says Gautam Kumar, Co-founder & Chief
Operations Officer.
FarEye in essence is a “flat organization” cultivating an open atmosphere for employees to bring their
ideas to life and innovate new ways of executing the traditional activities.
“We firmly believe that employees are assets for any organisation. It is our primary goal to invest in
nurturing our employees and promote an environment which fosters trust, growth and innovation.
Satisfied and happy employees are ‘motivated’ employees who drive organisational growth. We are
immensely proud and feel honoured to be recognised as a Top Employer and this success is dedicated to
each and every employee of FarEye,” says Kushal Nahata, Co-founder & CEO, FarEye.
FarEye is growing at an exponential pace, and aims to hire industry’s best talent to fuel the growth. The
founding members Kushal Nahata, Gaurav Srivastava and Gautam Kumar are on a mission to make every
individual an ‘entrepreneur’.
About FarEye
FarEye is the #1 Global Logistics Management Solution. FarEye analyzed the grass-root level problem and
developed a solution for the 1.3 billion Deskless Workforce Globally - world’s first Business Process Management
platform for Logistics operations to optimize supply chain and predictive analytics to improve efficiencies.
We help execute approximately 1 Million transactions per day thus increasing the first-time attempts by 25%,
reducing the fuel expenses by 28% and increasing the customer visits by 66%. FarEye brings the expertise of
working with larger enterprises across the industry verticals in Retail, ecommerce-logistics, BFSI, Healthcare, Field
Services and FMCG. FarEye has been empowering the logistics wings of Blue Dart - DHL, Walmart India, Landmark

Group Hero FinCorp, Amway, Hitachi, Bajaj Capital, Zalora and over 75 large organisations across 15 countries
globally.
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